
P O S I T I V E  R E L A T I O N S H I P S  P O S I T I V E  O U T C O M E S

Hi everybody! I’d like to introduce myself...My name is Louise Roumanos, and I am very

happy to have recently joined Moorebank High School in the role of Relieving Head

Teacher Wellbeing working alongside Megan Rombi. I come from Newtown High School of

the Performing Arts, where I have taught for the past 18 years in the Dance and English

Faculty with a heavy involvement in the Wellbeing Team, leading whole school wellbeing

programs there as a Year Advisor for the past 5 years. Here at Moorebank my focus will

be working with the school community implementing initiatives to improve student

attendance, wellbeing, resilience and pro-social behaviours. I will be part of the

Underperformance and PBL teams and will work directly with students in the

development of various support plans, particularly Behaviour Support Plans. I look

forward to working with the wonderful Year Advisors in supporting them in their roles

and getting to know you all better over the coming weeks!

They can be a perfectionist in areas
they care about. they usually find
one or two unique areas of passion
and focus. Others will depend on
them when performance counts.
They enjoy pushing themselves and
strive to complete tasks to a high
standard. They hate hearing 'that'll
do" and work best when focusing on
strengths rather than weaknesses.
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In high school, it is rare for parents to see their childs' teachers. First
impressions count! Always greet parents face-to-face with a smile and thank
them for their commitment to their child's education. Remember, parents may
be nervous to hear what you have to say about their child for fear of being
judged. If communicating over the phone, ensure you start off positive or ask
for their support, rather than simply reporting negative behaviours.

Ensure that you are communicating positive news with parents regularly.
Send positive letters home, make a positive phone call or use the Sentral
Portal Console. The more positive communication the parent receives, the
more supportive they will be when you have to make that negative report.

When parents come with questions, point them in the right direction
where they can find help. If you share a concern, be prepared to
suggest resources. When communicating with parents be prepared with
basic information such contact information; policies, and expectations
that you have for students and parents for a successful year. 

The driving principle here at Moorebank High School is Positive Relationships
Positive Outcomes (PRPO). PRPO does not stop at our students, but includes our
parents and school community. Here are some tips on building positive
relationships with parents/carers:

Just as parents can learn from teachers; teachers can learn from parents.
Listen to parents when they’re talking about their child. They may give you
insights about the child that you were unaware of. As children get older,
parents are not often asked how they can contribute or don’t know what to do.
Let parents know how they can help you. Provide ways they can help at
home and in the classroom.

FIRST IMPRESSIONS

LEARN FROM PARENTS

COMMUNICATION

BE RESOURCEFUL

https://www.scholastic.com/teachers/articles/teaching-content/9-techniques-building-solid-parent-teacher-relationships/

